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THE EDITOR

DARYL
ROSENBLATT

I

’ve been editor of The Woodrack since the end of 2001, first as Layout
Editor, then as Editor. It started due to the aftermath of 9/11. Kevin
Hansen, then the editor, had to stop since his business was at Ground
Zero. Then President Gabe Jaen asked for volunteers to replace him, and
what happened was obvious. We all lined up, and new members Mike Daum
and I didn’t know everyone else was going to take a step backward, leaving us.
Mike was the editor, getting all the content, and I laid it out. We agreed from
the beginning we wanted to expand to 12 pages. That meant content..so we
were ahead of our time since that’s what Netflix, Hulu, Amazon and HBO all
want. We should have known we would be copied!!!
Not that I remembered, but our website does have some great archives. So it
showed that our first Crosswood Puzzle came out in December 2001, and no,
I don’t have the answer key now. I do recall Mike and I found a crossword
making program (free!) where we could input a zillion woodworking terms
and then the program would create the puzzle. I did the first one, Mike looked
at my clues, whacked me over the head (probably) and redid them so they
could actually be done.
Back to the search for content: We did it all, fill in the caption contests, large
photo puzzles, my favorite tool articles, shop visits, and my all time favorite:
A letter to the editor (from Rich Weil, explaining why Frank Klausz was
wrong on how you use screws). Why is it my favorite? Because it’s the only
one I ever got (hint, send in more). So why am I writing this now? First, Jim
Heick wasn’t at the meeting, and none of us took any minutes (we got a few
new members, I actually won a first place raffle prize, and we held our semiannual Round Robin). So this column fills the space Jim’s minutes would fill.
Second, I want more content (I’m a greedy editor). Associate Editor Michael
Mittleman is really trying to get you to copy him. He’s provided some
GREAT content: Terrific plans and instructions, information on epoxy, puzzles puzzles and more puzzles. So follow him. Do you have a favorite tool?
Do you have one you perhaps didn’t like, either way let us know. Do you have
anything you want to review? A book, a tool, a store.
Please note the trip to the Northeastern Woodworkers’ Annual Show in
Saratoga Springs is again in the works.Sign up is available by contacting Mike
Luciano at our next meeting on February 7th or by email which is available
on the website. If we don’t get enough people to sign up, we will be forced to
cancel the bus for the second time in a row. For those who don’t know, the
trip up there (it’s Saturday March 24th), is a wonderful annual trip for many
of us. Bring your significant other. The cost will be determined by the number of members who sign up. We stop on the way for breakfast, many of us
walk down Broadway in Saratoga Springs and find some of the best restaurants in NY for lunch, and we stop on the way back for dinner. Ticket entry
and food is not included in the price, but the company, the speakers and display, as well as the tool vendors at the show make it all worthwhile. I urge
everyone to sign up.
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ACtTIVE MILITARY PERSONNEL _____

2018 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Complete this application by clearly printing the information requested in the spaces below, and returning this
form, along with your check by Feb. 1st in the amount of $60.00 to:
Joe Bottigliere
1238 Church Street
Bohemia, NY 11716
Checks should be made out to the Long Island Woodworkers
NAME:________________________________________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________________________________
City:___________________________ State:_______________ Zip Code:__________________
Telephone:_______________________________________________________________________
E- Mail Address:__________________________________________________________________
EMERGENCY Contact Telephone #:_________________________________________________
Primary woodworking interest:______________________________________________________
What have been your expectations of the club?__________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Have these expectations been met? (How?):_____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Do you feel your skill level has Improved?: _____________________________________________
OTHER COMMENTS / SUGESTIONS:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Your membership includes full access to all official SIGs!
CABINETMAKERS; CARVERS; SCROLLERS; TURNERS
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LICFM

BOB WOOD

T

he meeting began with the introduction of Kevin Hertell and Tom Ryan who joined the group for the first
time.

Show and tell was started by Ben Nawrath. He suggested that members take pictures of large projects and bring
pictures to the meetings to be shown to the group with commentary.
Show and tell was presented by Harry Slutter and Don Daily. The first item was a set of stair treads made from
sapele. The treads were two and half inches thick and finished with three coats of shellac which was to be buffed
out with four thousand grit sandpaper to produce a matte finish. The client wanted an oil finish, but Harry and Don
explained that shellac would be more durable.
The next item was a table top; I apologize for not having the dimensions, but it was larger than normal. The top was
made of walnut with a butcher block design on the edge. An ogee was “reversed” and put on the bottom edge of
the table. A slight check in the wood was corrected by Don after a few expletives.
Don’s tip of the month was putting a camber on a plane blade to prevent the blade from digging into the wood.
First, see how true the edge using a straight edge for reference. Second, determine the angle of the blade using a
guide that is digital or manual; the edge is usually twenty-five degrees. Next, mark five even spaces on the blade and
number the three middle marks “five” and the two outside “ten”. These values represent the number of times that
part of the blade is drawn across the sharpening stone. Make sure the outside is ten and the middle five.
The main topic of the evening was Steam Bending Wood and Bending Wood presented by Justin Matranga. The
demonstration coincided with Justin’s Greenwood Chair Making procedure done last summer.
Justin had two steam bending apparatuses on display. One was made from PVC pipe, the other a plywood box. Justin
emphasized that steam boxes should not be air-tight. He also recommended that the door on the plywood box
should swing to the side and the operator stand to the side when releasing the steam.
The source of steam, which is funnelled into the boxes, is produced in a number of ways. A tea kettle with a hose
in the spout can feed steam into the boxes. The kettle can sit on an outdoor turkey cooker. Another method was to
use a wallpaper steamer and again have the steam directed into the boxes by hose. Justin recommended steam bending outdoors to avoid affecting the moisture content of the wood supply in the shop. Other methods involving
downspouts and plastic bags can also be employed.
When removing the wood from the boxes, one should use oven mitts or heavy leather gloves with no holes. Do not
use wet gloves. The operator should flex the wood upon removal to break up the lignum. The steamed wood should
be placed or put on the form jig slowly and bent beyond the intended shape to compensate spring back. Justin made
a fire wood carrier and said he cut the pieces to size before steam bending. Justin put the pieces in jigs and used metal
straps attached to the steamed wood to gain leverage while bending. Drilling holes to prevent a check from spreading was also discussed. Justin shaped the bent pieces with a draw knife to get a uniform thickness of matching parts.
Chuck Lacarrubba uses Osage orange for boat building projects and soaks the wood to get it to bend. This species
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is also used for making bows for archery.
One term used was “brashness” meaning some wood may be more prone to splitting due to “ring shake” meaning
the wood layers may have been separated by a trauma to the tree.
Returning to bending, Justin repeated not to bend too fast and to leave the piece clamped in the jig for at least a
week. Justin has various shaped jigs to bend different parts. Resteaming can also be done to achieve the correct shape.
Joe Bottigliere mentioned that Michael Fortune has written a piece and also has a video on U Tube on resteaming.
Justin said wood can be bent without steam by laminating thin pieces with glue. Chuck Lacarrubba uses epoxy mixed
with fine sawdust for his laminates but said the wood will slide a little. Put wax paper or wrapping tape between the
wood and the jig so to prevent gluing of the jig to the wood. Ben Nawrath uses Tite Bond glue which stays open a
little longer. Make the laminates longer than needed to compensate for the bend.
Norm Bald bent a piece of white oak five-eighths by two inches by twenty feet and he had no problem.
A few other points were made. Sanding the wood before steaming will raise the grain. Joinery should be done after
bending. Drying and finishing can be done as usual. Videos and publications were also referred to. Two authors mentioned were J. Alexander and Peter Galbert.
Justin’s presentation was most informative and what he produces with hand tools is exceptional.

TURNER’S GUILD

BARRY SALTSBERG

T

he meeting was called to order by President Mike Josiah. Mike mentioned upcoming shows at the
Meadowlands in New Jersey on March 24 & 25; and the woodworking show and Totally Turning in Saratoga,
NY also on March 24 & 25. Jim Heick talked about the bus trip to Saratoga on Saturday, the 24th. We need
a minimum of 30 people; the cost will probably be $55 which includes entrance to the show. There will be a brief
breakfast stop on the way up and a dinner stop on the way back. See Jim or Joe Botts at the next meeting if interested.
Beads of Courage (per Mike with input from Barry) is a program for chronically ill children undergoing medical procedures for such conditions as cancer, cardiac problems, burns, etc. where multiple procedures, even into the hundreds or more are required. Each time the child undergoes a procedure, he or she gets a bead of courage. The boxes
are to hold their beads. We are doing this project in cooperation with our Cabinetmakers and Furniture makers SIG
and with the LI Woodturners Association. The boxes are going to Stony Brook Hospital. If there are too many boxes
for Stoney Brook (hopefully!) the remainder will go to another hospital, probably one in Manhattan.
Mike talked about the special membership offer by the AAW for new members only: $20 trial membership fee for
3 months. It should be noted that membership is required to go to the AAW Symposium which will be held in
Portland OR this year. Membership also includes a subscription to “American Woodturner” magazine, a very informative publication, as well as the online “Woodturning FUNdamentals” and other on-line features.
The next Chapter Challenge will be to turn a pepper mill (following tonight’s program by Mike Luciano).
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We have one new member: Deb Hollm of Nesconset.
Mike mentioned the mentor program. Deb expressed interest and will be mentored by Jean.
SHOW & TELL
With help from Steve Blakley, Tim Readon made handles for some carbide tools, and Matt made a rotary sander from
a kit.
Barry showed a Beads of Courage box.
Tony Fuoco had a Beads of Courage box and 2 small cherry burl bowls, one of which had malachite fill in some
voids.
President Mike offered a spalted maple work-in-progress vase which had a surprise branch going out of it, requiring extensive filling.
Jim Maloney had a segmented Beads of Courage box.
The raffle prizes went to new-member Deb and Barry.

The program for the evening was presented by Mike Luciano talking about pepper mills.
Mike began off-topic talking about a PBS program he saw, a part of the series of “Craft in America.” The episode
was about a retired architect in Atlanta who, with his homemade lathe, went into business turning large logs into
beautiful vases. He was joined by his sons, who left the legal field and eventually took over the vase-making business.
The story is summarized.
Mike described his pepper mill making process:
1 - Turn it round
2 - Drill it.
3 - Shape it. Mike uses aluminum jam chucks that a friend made for him specifically for the purpose.
4 - Apply a finish. Mike uses multiple coats of shellac, which he applies on the running lathe, followed by a light
sanding and several coats of wax.
5 - Assemble it. Depending on the blank size, it may be necessary to cut down the mechanism rod.

Mike says he can produce a pepper mill in 1 day.

Thank you, Mike, for an informative program.
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DoYouMeasureUp?
MichaelR.Mittleman

Howtoplay:Completethenumericalgridsothateveryrow,columnand3x3boxcontainsall
digitsfrom1to9.
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SOLUTION TO JANUARY ’S PUZZLE
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The Marketplace

These tools are mint the band saw never used $500.00
The jointer hardly used $500.00
The table saw with Biesmeyer fence and accessories
hardly used $750.00
call Garson 516 991 5859
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